
“Now I’m going to get to work faster!” exult-
ed a smiling Rosa Lima, 52, one of the first
passengers on a new  cable car line in La
Paz that reaches into the heart of the

Bolivian capital. Draped in a bright orange blanket typically
worn by indigenous people here, Rosa says she lives in a
neighborhood on the southern outskirts of La Paz and that
it takes her more than an hour to reach the building where
she works as a cleaner in the city center.With the new
cable car line, she says, she can be there in half the time.

The opening of the new “Celestial,” or sky-blue line was
timed partly as a tribute to the revolution of July 16, 1809
and to the heroes of the struggle against Spanish coloniz-
ers. With a route from the city’s south to its administrative
heart, site of the main public and private-sector offices-and
above the noisy, winding and traffic-clogged streets-the
line’s opening was highly anticipated. This is the seventh
line in the city’s modern cable car system, inaugurated in
2014 and with 16 kilometers (10 miles) of cable in La Paz
and reaching to the mountaintop communities of El Alto, at
over 4,000 meters (13,100 feet). It is the most extensive
such network anywhere, certified as such by the Guinness
World Records site, according to the state-run Mi
Teleferico (My Cable Car) company, which manages the
system. The new line offers excellent views of the city and

of snow-capped Mount Illimani (6,462 meters, or 21,200
feet), while allowing passengers to escape the capital’s
steep and crowded streets.

106 million passengers 
In its four years in operation, the system has transported

more than 106 million passengers. It now averages 159,000
a day.  Each line in the system is identified by a color. The
first three lines opened were identified as red, yellow and
green, in homage to the Bolivian flag. New lines were given
the colors of white, blue, sky blue (the Celestial line) and
orange, corresponding to the wiphala, the checkered ban-
ner of the indigenous people here.  The new line, inaugu-
rated at a festive event featuring music and dance, is 2.6
kilometers (1.6 miles) long and includes 26 towers, four
intermediate stations and 155 cabin cars, while connecting
with other lines that lead to El Alto.

The new line is expected to be the network’s busiest
and will travel 20 percent faster than other lines (86
meters, or 282 feet, per second), with a capacity of 4,000
passengers per hour, said Cesar Dockweiler, Mi
Teleferico’s general manager. “The line will primarily ben-
efit public-sector employees, because the main govern-
ment offices are in the city center,” he said. Hipolito
Mamani, 45, works in a government office a few blocks
from a Celestial station and, like Rosa, plans to take
advantage of it. “I’m going to save a lot of time, especially
when there are blockades,” he said, referring to the fre-
quent roadblocks and closures in the city center caused
by demonstrations.  Construction of the system has been
overseen by Austrian company Doppelmayr, at a cost so
far of $750 million.  In the next few months two other
lines-the purple and the brown-are to be opened, with
the former also serving the city center. — AFP
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Palestinian artists display artwork in the yard of the damaged Arts and Crafts Village, which was hit by Israeli air strikes two days before, in Gaza City yesterday. — AFP
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The Bolivian car cable state-company “Mi teleferico” inaugurates to the public the Light Blue line that connects the south hillside with the centre of La Paz. — AP 

‘Who is America?’
Cohen splits critics
with TV return

“Who is America?” is both the title
of Sacha Baron Cohen’s first
foray into television satire in
more than a decade and the

existential question on the lips of liberals living
through the Trump presidency. Trailed by a blaze of
pre-launch publicity and a furious backlash from
public figures who believe they have been pranked,
its splashy debut won most attention Sunday for
hoodwinking Republican politicians into endorsing
a made-up plan to train pre-schoolers how to fire a
gun. The series brings seven episodes to pay-to-
view channel Showtime years after the British
comedian was last on television with “Da Ali G
Show”-his wannabe-rapper character interviewing
the powerful and famous.

In “Who is America?”
Cohen conjures up four new
characters. Billy Wayne
Ruddick Jr., is an opponent
of “mainstream” media who
debates healthcare with left-
leaning Vermont Senator
Bernie Sanders. There is
Nira Cain-N’degeocello, a
pink-hat wearing, ultra-lib-
eral hippy, who dines at the
home of a Trump-voting
couple. Rick Sherman is an ex-con turned artist
who works in the medium of human feces and bod-
ily fluids, and who meets a totally accepting
California gallery owner who donates pubic hair to
his paint brush.

Finally, Israeli “anti-terror expert” Colonel Erran
Morad pranks Republicans into endorsing a con-
cocted plan to teach children as young as three and
four how to fire a firearm, along with a “Puppy
Pistol.” Teasers for the new series saw US former
vice president Dick Cheney signing a “waterboard
kit” and Sarah Palin unleash a furious Facebook
attack, upset to have been one of Cohen’s pranked
subjects. Palin, the former vice presidential nominee
and ex-Alaska governor who did not appear in the
first episode, slammed the comedian’s “evil,
exploitive, sick ‘humor.’”

But if early reviews are more muted, they are
also mixed. The New York Times called the first
episode “tepid and inconsequential,” and ill-suited
to the times. If The New Yorker waxed lyrical
about “sporadically excellent conceptual art,”
trade magazine Variety warned Cohen’s nihilism
can “itch and irritate more than enlighten and
entertain.” The Guardian praised “one moment of
viral gold” but otherwise lamented “mostly a frus-
trating experience.”

After “Da Ali G Show,” which transferred from
Britain to America, Cohen found success with hit
movie characters such as bumbling Kazakh
reporter Borat and gay Austrian fashionista Bruno.
His 2012 movie, “The Dictator,” starring himself as
a Moamer Kadhafi style tyrant was less well
reviewed. — AFP
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La Paz’s colorful cable car
system: No traffic and a great view
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